
Without noise

With noise More personal 
experiments with 
codes and 
overlaps. 

Attempt at a 
matrix animation 
with a word array. 
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CODE SOURCES
Noise: https://editor.p5js.org/arielee/sketches/BkmESaWrg
No noise: https://youtu.be/l__fEY1xanY
Matrix: https://editor.p5js.org/cg3320/sketches/Hk4f_Jg9Q

Dev    
-eloping
Rules and

Aesthetic
Paths

DEVELOPING STATE OF RULES: 

1. I want the viewer to create and 
interact with the piece (tf. I 
would like it to be connected 
to the mouse or keyboard)

2. It must be a self generating 
pattern based on random 
values on the canvas

3. Must make use of a limited 
colour pallet (no more than 5)

4. Words have to be part of the 
composition

5. They must have a direct 
connection to one another be 
it hardware or visually 
displayed

MY GENERATIVE PIECE AT 
THIS STATE:
https://editor.p5js.org/3178399/sketch
es/nW4LrbqVF

https://editor.p5js.org/arielee/sketches/BkmESaWrg
https://youtu.be/l__fEY1xanY
https://editor.p5js.org/cg3320/sketches/Hk4f_Jg9Q
https://editor.p5js.org/3178399/sketches/nW4LrbqVF


Because the code was not going how I
initially planned I decided I will change my 
medium. I kept in mind previous patterns and 
adhered as much as possible to the designs 
that the digital piece was generating. 

I decided I will move on to 
performance/photography

PROJECT 
DEVELOPMENT

r u l e s
1. Start in a standing pose holding a light as 

high as possible

2. You may not move your non-dominant

foot from its position throughout the

entire procedure

3. Cover the light and reach as far as you

can with your hand. Release the light 

once you have reached your maximum, 

stay in the pose for one second then 

cover the light and do the same 

procedure for two more angles

4. Slowly, trying to remember the position 

of those dots, connect them with wavy 

lines

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 twice

6. Now quickly, for 30 seconds, allow your

body to move however you wish, 

changing the colour of the light and 

finishing with your hand as close to your 

feet as you can. 

10-12 
seconds

20 
seconds

Long exposure 
photography:

Procedure should
take no longer
than 1 minute



Experiments

Here you can see in the first three images 

some examples of possible strokes. 

In the next column of images I

experimented with the hand over the

light technique to make the points and

see the effectiveness of connecting them.



Experimenting 
with 
time 
and 
drawing 
techniques



finals
Two versions: 
One made by me and one by a different person 
following the rules of this generative piece







Artist statement

The reason why I made this piece is because I used to do 

and am still very interested in performances of contemporary 

ballet. I believe they are a form of generative art. I wanted to 

take that and simplify it, make my piece a hands-on visual 

interpretations of moves that are restricted by either time or 

distance which is often something that contemporary ballet 

plays with. 

Initially I just wanted a natural pattern to occur which is why

I started with code but, because I am not very good at code

myself it felt very inauthentic to keep taking other people’s

code and just overlapping it and altering it slightly. Since I 

knew from the start my piece had to be interactive, I thought 

the second-best way to represent these apparently random 

scribbles is through light which is easily captured by

photography. Thus, my piece was born.
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